
Introduction
Organic waste and plant residues can be returned into a valuable resource with the aid of the pyro-
lysis process. The fruit pulp of the coffee plant (Pulpa) is a by-product of coffee production, which 
decomposes to sour compost after the harvest, emitting climate-damaging methane. A literature 
study previous to this project showed the poor results of four decades of R&D to find a use for the 
huge quantities of coffee pulp. The experiments performed by CATSE to burn Pulpa in a specially  
designed boiler for very wet fuels have not been successful. However, the pyrolysis tests at the Py-
reg-plant in Lausanne and at CATSE laboratories have been very promising.
With pyrolysis an ancient South American agricultural practice of “Terra Preta” has been redisco-
vered. During our study and testing phase, it has been proven that Pulpa de Café can be pyrolysed 
to biochar. Biochar does not only bring back ashes rich in potassium to the plantation, but has also 
various other benefits like improved water and urea-fertilizer retention and stable CO2-sequestrati-
on. A process is being presented, which should allow to work with fresh coffee pulp with up to 90% 
water content before the squeezing, cutting and pressing action and 55% at the start of the pyroly-
sis process step. 

Energy system
A novel concept shall be developed and tested, which is influenced by the experience of the conti-
nuous Pyreg®-process and ideas to drastically reduce the costs and use of high grade steel. Py-
rolysis is a fast and therefore “just-in-time” process, so that the heat can be used directly during 
the harvest season to provide energy to the coffee processing. Through the internal combustion of 
the pyrolysis gas and heat recuperation, the process plant will be able to deliver at least heat to the 
drying process for the raw coffee (pergamino). The plant for the use in South America is supposed 
to be distinctly smaller than the Pyreg500-plant shown on the picture and portable on a pick-up 
truck. 20 units would be able to serve 3’000 ha of coffee plantation or 1’200 fincas, spread over  
900 m difference in altitude and thus harvest times spread over ten months. 

Closing the carbon loop
In an agricultural context the biochar that emerges from the process can be mixed into dung in  
order to bind liquids and prevent odours and used as a fertilizer and a humidity storage, loosening 
the soil and supporting the development of humus at the same time. Moreover it presents itself as 
a stable storage of C02 in the soil and its effects are alkaline. This means higher cost efficiency for 
the coffee-farmers and hope for the climate.

Outlook
The waste heat that develops during the pyrolysis process may soon be used for our Aactor techno-
logy. Aactor is a mechanism that directly converts exhaust gas into a partial vaccum. The vacuum 
can finally be used to generate mechanical or electric power. While the mentioned energy system is 
developed in a parallel ongoing project, the present project represents a preparing action - to pro-
vide appropriate technology for the RECP initiative of the UNIDO in Latin America and South East 
Asia as soon as possible. 
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